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Shitty Kitty (4) - Heaven and Hell! Dead as a
Doornail.
Sophie Souid, Thomas Hjorthaab

A super entertaining, a bit grotesque and rather gross graphic novel series about

friendship and animosity. Because the teenager, Sivert, and his cunning cat, Shitty Kitty,

love each other. Or love to hate each other. Sivert is away at a su...

SEE BOOK

Eagle
Jeppe Sandholt

Thor is a soft-spoken boy with an over-powering father. He is quite lonely and usually

lets others take the lead. At school he is an easy target for the bullies. That all changes

one day when he nds an eaglet, who is dependent on him to s...

SEE BOOK

Kurt is apparently not quite dead
Rasmus Bregnhøi, Sabine Lemire

Dea's hamster, Kurt, does not want to do anything. Normally, he is full of beans, but

now he is neither blinking nor waving his paw. Sven claims he is not moving at all. Dea

is not quite sure... At the church yard, they run into a strange m...

SEE BOOK
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Mum - a roar, a song, a sigh
Charlotte Pardi, Rebecca Bach-Lauritsen

Mum is a hand in the dark.Mum is an akwardly long hug. Mum is a blow and a

nudge.MUM is a book for everyone who is or has a mum.

SEE BOOK

Max and Meta: The Moon
Troels Gollander, Lars-Ole Nejstgaard

Max and Meta explore the natural world around them with curiosity. Meta has a magic

power: when she snaps her ngers, she can transport her and her friend, Max, to new

places. In the rst book, they land on the moon. 

SEE BOOK

BudgiEVIL
Stine Spedsbjerg

Bastian desperately wishes for a pet and mum completely agrees. Bastian needs to

learn to be a responsible person and a pet is perfect for that. Bastian would ideally like

to have a soft, cute rabbit, but mum does not think that is a good p...

SEE BOOK
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Rufus the Fox
Thorbjørn Petersen, Herman Ditte, Mårdøn Smet

The rst autumn storm shakes the trees in the street, and inside, Rufus snuggles in his

best armchair while sipping his tea - with two pieces of sugar in it. The storm warns of

something unforeseen and dangerous. Soon, the most bizarr...

SEE BOOK

Lonely Journey
Ida Rørholm Davidsen

In this spell-binding coming-of-age story, a young girl struggles to t in, subconsciously

mimicking her mother's lonely existence. Her interest in the computer game, Lonely

Journey, becomes an obsession, but it also becomes a means to rei...

SEE BOOK

Mogens & Mahdi - Seriously!
Rasmus Bregnhøi, Kim Fupz Aakeson

In Mogens and Mahdi - Seriously! hormones have made their appearance on the scene.

What's happening when Asta comes near?! Is the friendship between Mogens and

Mahdi going to survive the class party, the Christmas procession and the horror ...

SEE BOOK
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Marie Curie: a Quest for Light
Frances Andreasen Østerfelt, Anja C. Andersen, Anna Blaszczyk

Marie Curie's life and research changed the world and paved the way for new

opportunities for all women. Her unique drive - against all odds - to understand nature

and its laws lead to ground-breaking research, which changed the science of ...

SEE BOOK

It will be a Long Life
Stine Spedsbjerg

It will be a long life is a collection of spot-on comic strips, describing a teenage girl’s life

with its happiness, sorrow and worries. The book is jam-packed with humorous energy

and recognisable situations which both daughters and pare...

SEE BOOK

Disguised as Grown-up
Stine Spedsbjerg

After the success of IT WILL BE A LONG LIFE, aimed at teenagers, DISGUISED AS

ADULT talks to the slightly older audience, 15+, and describes all the possible and

impossible scenarios you end up in when you live in the twilight zone between ...

SEE BOOK

Growth Pains
Stine Spedsbjerg

What happens when you start to get a grip on education and working life - and

everyone around you take the plunge with couplehood and children? And how do your

surroundings react when you actually don't wish to have children? StineStregen h...

SEE BOOK
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The Wrestler
John Kenn Mortensen

The past is catching up with the old wrestler, Sledgehammer: as a novice wrestler, years

ago, he made a pact with the Devil to give his soul in exchange for 25 years of

invincibility. Full of bravura, he wins all matches he can get his hand...

SEE BOOK

A Christmas Bestiary
John Kenn Mortensen, Benni Bødker

Christmas is full of traditions that we love to take part in, but that we ultimately do not

know the background of. This wasn't the case for our ancestors. They knew that

Christmas isn't just the season of joy, but certainly also a season o...

SEE BOOK

Night Terror
John Kenn Mortensen

John Kenn Mortensen is the man behind the cult-hit Post-it Monsters (UK: Sticky

Monsters), which has sold thousands of copies around the world and is published in UK,

Czech Republic, Denmark, France and Italy.Now an eagerly awaited follow-u...

SEE BOOK
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The Nightmare Factory
John Kenn Mortensen

34 short poems accompanied by the most elaborate drawings of all sorts of creepy

nightmares we might have.The frame story is a house at night, out of the darkness

emerge two scary gures who enter into the house, pick up a sleeping boy and...

SEE BOOK
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